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FOREWORD 
This report was prepared for the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration. Marshall Space Flight Center. as a final report on Con-
tract NAS8-27015. This report describes an evaluation of natural con-
vection in the microgravity of Skylab and its effects On space processing 
experiments M556. M559. M560 and M562. The work was performed in the 
Space Processing Group of the Lockheed-Huntsville Research &: Engineering 
Center. 
The NASA Contracting Officer's Representative was B. R. Facemire. 
MSFC Space Science Laboratory. 
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Section I 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
At the request of the prindl,a 1 investigators for Skylab experiments 
M556 "Vapor Growth of IV -VI Compounds" (H. Wiedemeier, Renssaeler 
Polytechnic Institue) and M560 "Growth of Spherical Crystals" (H. U. Walters, 
University of Alabama in Huntsville), an analysis was performed of the con-
vection which existed on ground tests and during Skylab processing of these 
experiments. A parallel analysis was also performed on Skylab experiment 
M562 "Indium Antimonide Crystals" (H. Gatos, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology) because indium antimonide (InSb) was used and a free surface 
existed in the tellurium-doped Skylab ill sample. In addition, brief analyses 
were also performed of the M559 "Microsegregation in Germanium" (J. T. Yue, 
Texas Instruments) because the Skylab crystals indicated turbulent convection 
effects. 
By utilizing simple dimensional analysis calculations or a more accurate, 
but complex. convection computer model, it is shvwn that: 
• Neither thermogravitational, g-jitter or thermoacoustic con-
vection can account for the unexpected, order-of-magnitude 
increase in mass transport rate observed in Ge 14 experiment 
M556. Skylab Case 3A. 
• Turbulent convection existing during Skylab experiment M559 
"Microsegregation in Geranium" was definitely caused by 
thermocapillary forces as predicted from theory both by di-
mensional analysis and by a convection model. 
• From theoretical considerations, hoth indium-antimonide 
experiments M560 and M562 should have exhibited substan-
tial thermocapillary convection, but did not due to probable 
oxide film interference (or opposing solutal effects). 
The most important. and baffling. of these results is the rather obvious 
conflict between experiment and theory for the indium-antimonide experiments. 
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The correct explanation for the suppression of thermocapillary convection 
in these space grown, melt crystals is critically important because it could 
lead to containerless, diffusion controlled growth of such important materials 
as silicon, germ?nium and aluminum oxide. It is baffling because theory so 
strongly predicts significant thermocapillary convection (Marangoni numbers 
greater than 1000), yet the apparent lack of convective effects in the space 
grown crystals is also strongly evident. It is also paradoxical because of 
the agreement between experimental evidence and theory for the germanium 
experiment. 
It should be not~d that no significant deficiencies exist in the theory or 
analysis techniques utilized in assessing the MSOO and M562 experiments. It 
is, however, the lack of data on physical properties (see Appendices B and C) 
and the rather limited time and resources allotted to this asseSSD"ent which 
do not presently allow the complete resolution of the conflicting experimental 
and theoretical results. 
By conducting the preceding analysis, it has been shown that rigorous 
convection sensitivity and/or convection modeling analyses, in conjunction 
with measurement or prediction of capillary effects, need to be applied to 
all space processing flight experiments before final designs are chosen if 
convection Ruppression is desired. 
The following sections contain descriptions of: dimensional analysis 
utilized to estimate convection expected on Earth versus Skylab; results of 
computer program models to determine convective flow patterns and heat 
and mass transport rates; comparison of theoretical and experimental re-
sults; and recommendations of further work reqUired to resolve the present 
difference in experimental and theoretical results. 
2 
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CONVECTION SENSITIVITY 
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A simple, reliable estimate of whether convection exists, and its 
strength, can be obtained from dimensional analysis. This is especially true 
for thermogravitational flows which have been studied extensively (both theo 
retically and experimentally) for the past 30 years (Ref. 1). The analysis of 
thermocapillary flows, however, is not as extensive due to the difficulty of 
suppressing the usually dominant buoyancy forces during terrestrial experi-
ments. The following sections describe: an analysis of the magnitude of 
thermvgravitational convection expected in Skylab and ground testing; thermo-
capillary convection expected in Skylab; and a means for estimating mass 
transfer effects via heat and mass transfer analogies. 
2.1 TherrrlOgravitational Dimensional Analysis 
A schematic of the M556 Ge 14 process is shown in Fig. 1. The pressure 
of the Ge I4 ga s was determined by utilizing an ideal gas and the mean tempera-
ture in the container (4700 C). A schematic typical of the M560 and M562 InSb 
processes are shown in Fig. 2. Dimensional analysis of these configurations 
requires that values of the Rayleigh and Marangoni numbers be calculated for 
both terrestrial and Skylab conditions and then compared to the critical 
Rayleigh and Marangoni numbers. The aspect ratio (length-to-diameter) and 
Prandtl number of the processes are also important parameters. Ignoring 
the Milrangoni effect for the present, the dimensional analysis for buoyancy 
convection is presented in this section. 
o Ge 14 Experiment 
For heating from below or above (vertical processing) the Rayleigh 
number is defined as: 
3 
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-4 g = 2 x 10 IL 0 
-l!; ---;,.-- T Cold = 420 C Condensatio~ 
Region 
Seed ____ .0 
Crystal --....11... _____ .....1 T Hot = 520 C 
Region I" ~l -....:--
D = 1.4 cm 
P {Ge I4 (g)} = 1.5 atm 
Ge Sets) + Ge 14 (gi = Z Ge IZ(g) + ! SeZ(g) 
Fig. 1 - Skylab M556 Ge 14 Processing Parameters 
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3 
R 
_" (T Hot - T Cold) L 
a L - .... g Va 
i3 = thermal expansion coefficient (1.35 • lo-3/°C) 
g = gravity level (cm/secZ) 
V = kinematic viscosity (1.6' 10- Z cmZ Isec) 
IX = thermal diffusivity (1.35· lO-ZcmZ Isec) 
The mean gravity during Skylab 3 was approximately Z .10-4 gE (gE = 980 cml 
sec
Z). Thus during vertical processing. Ra j Earth = Z'109 and Ra J Skylab = 
4.105• The critical Rayleigh nUIllber. R~L' depends on the heating direction, 
aspect ratio (y). and Prandtl nUIllber (Pr). For the MS56 experiment. Pr = l,Z 
and y = LID = 11. Thus R~L = Z.106 for heating from below (Ref. Z) and con-
vection is probable only in ground processing. R&L = co for heating from above 
which means that convection is theoretically always absent. In reality. however. 
finite lateral temperature gradients exist (side heating or cooling); and R~ for 
side heating is zero (some flow always exists). In side heating. however. the 
heat and mass transport may not be increaser. until a second critical Rayleigh 
c 
number. Raw. is reached. 
For side heating (horizontal processing) the Rayleigh number is defined 
as. 
3 
Raw = g (T Hot - T Cold) D IT Mean va 
and the critical Rayleigh number for convective heat and mass transport is de-
fined as (Ref. 3). 
For ground processing. Ra = 1·6 .106; while for Skylab, Ra = 3'Z • 10Z. 
w w 
Thus convection is not expected to influence heat and Illass transport on Skylab 
if gravity is oriented perpendicular to the direction of the teIlloerature gradient. 
but it will influence horizontal ground processing significantly. 
5 
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o InSb Experiment 
The Prandtl number and aspect ratios for the configuration of Fig. 2 are: 
Pr = 0.01 
'Y = 4.00 
Thus the critical numbers are R~L = 2 x 105 (Ref.l) and R~w = 4 x 103 (Ref. 3). 








8 x 10- 3 
4 x 10-2 
Thus. as for the Ge 14 experiment. convection is likely during heating 
from below processing on the ground but not on Skylab; while horizontal pro-
cessing will yield convective influences during ground processing. but on 
Skylab. little or no convective heat or mass transport will exist (although finite 
motion will arise). 
o Computer Model Analysis 
The preceding dimensional analysis suggests that appreciable convection 
is not predicted to exist during Skylab processing from buoyancy forces. To 
precisely determine the magnitude of convection and flow patterns. the Lockheed 
Convection Analysis Computer program is utilized in Section 3 to quantitatively 
assess thermogravitational flows. 
Z.2 THERMOCAPILLAR Y DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 
Surface tension gradients may be an important source of convection in 
crystal growth whenever a liquid-fluid interface is present (Ref. 4). Since no 
such interfaces exist in the M556 Ge 14 experiment. only the InSb experiments 
will be analyzed. Furthermore. solutocapillary convection will be ignored due 
6 
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TC = 537 0 C 
o TH" 780 C 
., 
Insulated Top and Bottom Walls 
Dimensions: L = 6.0 em 
W = 1.4 em 
Fig. 2 - Physical Model and Coordinate System 
for InSb Cases 
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to the lack of data on concentration dependency of surface tension and on con-
centration gradients expected at the free interface. 
As with th",rmogravitational convection. thermocapillary now will be 
lamina~ with small surface tension driving forces. oscillatory at moderate 
driving forces and turbulent at large driving forces. The ratio of capillary 
driving force to resisting viscous force is e~pressed by the Marangoni 
number defined as. 
da 
dT LlT L MaL = -
PVC!. 






for temperature gradients perpendicular to the liquid -fluid interface. The 
symbol a represents the surface tension and da/dT = 0.08 dyn/cmoC for InBb 
(Ref. 5). 
A critical Marangoni number has been established for Ma (Ref. 6). but 
w 
not for MaL' The dominant temperature gradient for the InSb experiments are 
parallel to the free surface. thus only values of MaL are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 
THERMOCAPILLARY CONVECTION SENSITIVITY 
Experiment Liquid AT (Oc ) L(cm) da (dyn ) Ma_ E cm CIT cmoe ; ... 
M560 lnSb 15 2cm -0.08 35600 
M562 lnSb 15 6cm -0.08 3950 
M559 Ge 15 6crn. -0.60 169000 
8 
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Even though no firm critical MaL is known. values of MaL ~ 7 exhibited 
osc;.llatory laminar flow and MaL.? 140 indicated turbulent flow for molten 
siLicor. (Ref. 4). It is therefore evident from Table I that significant thermo-
capillary flow should occur in the M560. M562 and M559 experiments. 
It should be mentioned at this pOint. however. that little or no data exist 
on values of do/dT in the presence of dopants (such as Te in M562 and Ga in 
M559) or of oxide films (see Section 4). Neither the Marangoni numbers given 
in Table 1 nor the analysis by Chang and Wilcox (Ref. 4) account for these 
phenomena. Thick oxide films may completely suppress thermocapillary 
c Onvec tion. 
2.3 HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER RATES 
Convection affects crystal growth from the melt primarily through its 
influence on (Ref. 7); (I) the amount of dopant or impurity delivered to the 
vicinity of the solid-liquid interface; i.e .• the rate of mass transfer; and (2) 
the temperature fluctuations caused near the growth interface (heat transfer). 
A convenient measure of the convective augmentation to heat transfer is the 
Nusselt number. Nu. It represents the ratio of total heat transfer to conduc-
tion heat transfer and is defined as 
Nu = hL/k 
wheTe h is an overall coefficient of heat transfer. It is related to thermal 
driving forces as follows 
where the coefficients C. are constants. 
1 
The constants. C .• sometimes incorporate the effects of geometry via 
1 
the aspect ratio. ". and the effects of relative diffusivity via the Prandtl 
number. Pro The Prandtl number is the ratio of momentum diffusivity V to 
thermal diffusivity C/. For solutal convection. the Schmidt number. Sc. rather 
9 
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than Pr is important. The Schmidt number is the ratio of momentum diffu-
sivity to molecular diffusion (Sc = V/D). Values of Pr and Sc are given later 
in Table Z. 
Transport by convection tends to dominate as Pr or Sc becomes large. 
These two parameters are also important when estimating mass transfer rates 
from measured heat transfer rates and vice versa (Ref. 8). The degree of con-
vective augmentation to mass transport is reflected by the Sherwood n11mber, 
Sh, which is analogous to Nu. For small flow rates, the Sherwooci, Nusselt, 
Schmidt. and Prandtl numbers are related as follows 
.§!:... = (2.s.)n 
Nu Pr 
(Z.l) 
where n::.: liz for laminar flow and n::': 1/3 for turbulent flow. The analogy 
between heat and mass transfer as embodied by Eq. (Z.l), will be utilized in 
Section 3. There it will be used to estimate mass transfer rates from com-
puted heat transfer rates. 
2.4 CONCLUSIONS 
Sensitivity calculations indicate that thermogravitational convection will 
be dominant in ground processing but will not be significant during Skylab proc-
essing. Thermocapillary flow should be significant for Slylab in the melt growth 
experiments with turbulent convection even possible for experiments M562 
(InSb) and M559 (Ge). Also the utility of the heat-mass transfer analogy was 
introduced. 
10 
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Section 3 
COMPUTER PROGRAM MODELS 
This section describes the convection analysis, performed via com-
puter program models, of the Skylab experiments M556, M560 and M562. 
A brief introduction is given to the Lockheed Convection Analysis Program 
(LOCAP) which Nas used in the study. A discussion follows which outlines 
the rational., and assumptions made in formulating mathematical models of 
these experiments. Results of the computer analysis are then presented in 
summary ta.bles and in flowfield contour maps. The results consists of 
heat transier parameters, velocity magnitudes, flow directions and strengths 
and temperature profiles in the fluid. A summary of the conclusions reached 
from the. computer analysis itself is given at the end of the section. 
3.1 LOCKHEED CONVECTION ANALYSIS PROGRAM (LOCAP) 
The quantitative convection analYSis of the Skylab experiments was 
performed using the LOCAP computer solution to the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. LOCAP is a general purpose digital computer code for natural con-
vection analysis. Among the capabilities of the program are: (1) rectangular 
or cylindrical geometries; (2) gases or liquids; (3) transient and steady-
state analysis; (4) confined fluids or free surface flows; (5) time vary:ing 
body force; (6) temperature-dependent material properties; (7) heating 
from the side or below; (8) combinations of heat flux and fixed-temperature 
boundary conditions; and (9) two-dimensional or axisymmetric laminar 
flow. 
A cotTIplete formulation of the various models utilized by the program 
is given in Refs. 9 through 12. A typical formulation using a rectangular 
geometry is described in Appendix A. 
11 
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3.2 METHODOLOGY OF COMPUTER MODELS 
A mathematical model of a physical system must contain the impor-
tant parameters and constraints of the physical problem and yet be simple 
enough to allow solutions to be obtained. The approach taken in this analysis 
is to make assumptions which allow the experiments to be modeled using 
LOCAP, and yet still retain the governing parameters of the real experi-
mental configuration. These assumptions are outlined below: 
• The flow is assumed to be two-di.mensional. 
• Containers of rectangular cross section are used. This was 
necessary in some cases to avoid three-dimensional situations 
which occur in cylindrical geometries. 
• Only the liquid phase of the experiment is modeled. Freezing/ 
melting processes, latent heat effects and moving solid boundaries 
are not considered. 
• Boundaries of two types are considered: (1) rigid, solid wall 
boundaries, and (2) free liquid surface bvundaries, Le., liquid-
vapor interface. 
• Accelerations (body forces) are in one direction only; either 
parallel to or perpendicular to the heating direction. The mean 
g-level is taken to be 2.0 x 10-4 gE' "G-jitter" is also considered. 
• Heat is supplied to the fluid through constant temperature 
boundary conditions. 
• All material properties, except density, are assumed to be 
constant. Table 2 gives the values used in the comp>lk-r 
models. 
Some of the above assumptions may appear to be severe, however, after 
careful examination, we found that (1) this type of model will provide 
quantitative information to the experiment Principal Investigator, and 
(2) the current state of the art does not permit any solutions at all for 
three-dimensional convection with a melting/freezing interface and free 
liquid surfaces. 
12 
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Table 2 




~roperty Thermal Dynamic Specific Thermal Prandtl Schmidt Density Expansion Conductivity Viscosity Heat Coefficient Number Number? Material~ cal (poise) (gm/ cm 3) (cal/gm°C) (l/0C) (v/a) (v/D) 




Ge 14 9.44 
· 






In Sb 1l.00 
· 
10-2 1.20 • 10-2 6.8 6.54 '0-2 1.00 • 10-'* 9.8 o 10- 3 4 • .l 
;:: -
,... 
'" 2l Ge 4.30 · 
10-2 7.50 • 10- 3 5.6 9.00 o 10-2 1.00 
· 
10-4 1.57 0 10-2 10 


















* Taken from Ref. 4 or estimated using Refs. 13 and 14. 
.... 
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The configuration and governing parameters for the Ge 14 model were 
shown ill Fig. 1. The Ge 14 gas is contained by rigid walls with rectangular 
cross section 15 cm x 1.4 cm. Figure 2 displays the corresponding con-
figuration for the In Sb experiment model. The rectangular container is 
6.0 cm x 1.4 cm and the liquid In Sb may be totally confined or have one or 
two free surfaces at the upper and J.ower long walls. The matrix of cases 
run on the computer for each of these two experiments is given in the next 
subsection in which the results of the models is discussed. The final 
case considered uses the Fig. 2 geometry with germanium replacing the 
In Sb as the liquid melt. 
3.3 Ge 14 MODEL RESULTS 
Table 3 summarizes the results of the Ge 14 computer models. Three 
aspect ratios were considered as shown with Case G3 being the configuration 
which most closely models the M556 experiment. Case GI was processed 
to: (1) checkout the program for Ge4 gas; (2) provide a comparison of 
aspect ratio effects; and (3) provide a starting solution for the larger 
aspect ratio caSeS. Case G2 was run for similar reasons. As Table 3 
shows,' the influence of buoyancy driven convection on this experiment is 
small. 
The largest velocity calculated is 0.0025 cm/sec v'hich does not 
appreciably affect the heat transfer (Nu ~l). Similarly for Sc '" 1.5, the 
mass transfer for growing the crystal is not appreciably affected by these 
small velocities (Sh '" 1). It is interesting to note that Case G3 produces 
the smallest flow velocities of any of the three cases studied. 
In addition to these "constant gIl cases, the influence of time-varying 
accelerations or g-jitter were studied. Models of the g-jitter using sine 
wave, cosine wave, and "sawtooth" profiles with a range of amplitudes and 
periods were tested. Amplitudes of even 10- 3 g at periods of 0.1 sec to 
10 sec showed no appreciable change from the comparable constant-g case. 
We conclude that most of the realistic jitter that could have been present on 
Skylab would not have a detectable influence on the M556 experiment. 
14 
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Grashoff 
Case Number 






















Qo 5 G2 2.0 x 10 
'" Z 









G3 1.6 x 10 2 
Table 3 
SUMMARY OF GeI4 CALCULATIONS 
-4 (g = 2'10 g) E 
Aspect Configuration Maximum 
Ratio, and Velocity 
H/L Orientation (cm/sec) 
tg 
1.0 T -D--T 0.072 h c 
tg ,...... 
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Details of the flow patterns and temperature distributions for each of 
these cases are shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. The velocity vector plots are 
shown in the x-y plane with the arrow indicating direction of the flow and 
the length of the line denoting relative magnitude. The isotherm maps are 
lines of constant temperature plotted in the x-y plane. The isotherms which 
are not straight indicate some influence of the flow on the heat transfer. 
Figure 3 is for Case Gl in which the flow is seen to be a single cell 
somewhat near the bottom of the container. The boundary layer at the left 
and right walls appear to be well resolved in this solution. The isotherm 
maps are not perfectly straight indicating some (small) influence of the 
flow on the heat transfer. 
Figure 4 ;.s for Case G2 where the flow is seen to consist of one long 
cell going up the hot wall, down the cooler wall and nearly centered in the 
container. The isotherm maps are straight except near the extreme ends 
where the heat transfer is affected the greatest. 
Case G3 is shown in Fig. 5. Note that the isotherms are almost per-
fectly straight indicating a conduction-dominated situatio n. The streamline 
maps are shown here in addition to the velocity vector maps to better identify 
the flow pattern. These plots were generated at 800 sec after heating began. 
The streamlines show that a two-cell unsteady pattern still e.xists with a one-
cell pattern around them. This is apparently a remnant of the unsteady part 
of the calculation and the flow should develop into a single long cell at 
steady state. The solution was stopped after 800 sec due to long computer 
run times. The results were then extrapolated to quasi-steady state. 
The results of the Ge I4 computer models have shown that flow can be 
induced at g = 2 x 10-4 but is relatively weak. The heat transfer is affected 
very little by this flow, as is mass transfer. 
16 
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Fig.3a - Velocity Vector Map for Ge 14 (Case GIl. Aspect Ratio TJ = 1 
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Fig. 3b - Isotherm Map for Gel4 (Case Gil, Aspect Ratio T) = 1 
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3.4 InSb MODEL RESULTS 
Table 4 summarizes the results of the calculations for the In Sb cases. 
Case 11 consists of a confined region of InSb (no free surfaces) so that only 
buoyancy-driven convection is' possible. Cases 12, 13, 14 consist of both 
buoyancy effects and surface tension driven from on the "top" surface only. 
Cases 15 through 18 are for g = 0 with free surfaces along both long walls. 
A range of values of the surface tension gradient with temperature was 
used due to uncertainty in the data for this parameter. The free surface 
boundary condition is derived by equating the shear stress to the surface 
tension gradient. This provides an expression for the velocity gradient at 
the surface in terms of the Prandtl number and Marangoni number. 
Table 4 shows a range of Marangoni numbers from 11.7 to 11,700. The 
highest value correJp,mds to au/aT = -0.07 dyne/cm-oC which is the upper 
limit of the data found in the literature (Ref. 5). The table shows that 
buoyancy convection produces velocities -0.011 em/sec and no detectable 
influence of the heat transfer (Nu = 1.000). However. the frce surface 
effects appear to be quite drastic. Case 14 corresponds to an order of 
magnitude less surface tension gradient than the literature data indicates. 
yet a maximum flow velocity of ~0.871 cm/sec is calculated with -18% 
increase in heat transfer. The mass transfer induced by this relatively 
large velocity will be even more severe. In fact, utilization of Eq. (1) 
indicates Sh» I, which should appreciably affect dopant distribution. 
Case 18 probably conesponds more closely to the true experiment 
conditions; two free surfaces with Ma = 11.700. The flow velocity calculated 
is -2.41 em/sec with a -67% increase in heat trans~er. This caSe and its 
implications and comparison to the actual experimen; results are given in 
Section 4. 
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Table 4 
SUMMARY OF InSb CALCULATIONS 
r-g 
Gravity Number Marangoni Nusselt Maximum Sherwood Case of 
No. Level Free No. No. Velocity No. (g) Surfaces (Ma) (Nu) (cm/sec) (Sh) 
" :t ,.,
,., 
<:> II 2 x 10-















:J> 14 2 x 10-
4 1 1170. 1.185 0.871 23.7 
'" C'> :t 
'" 
15 0.0 2 11.7 1.002 0.065 20.0 
,., 
Z 




11 0.0 2 1170. 1.167 0.346 23.3 
C'> ,., 
Z 
.... ,., 18 0.0 2 11,700. 1.673 2.41 39.0 
'" 
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Figure's 6 through 13 show the details of the calculations for each of 
the !'ight cases, respectively. The figures (a) show the velocity vector maps 
in the x-y plane. The arrow indicates the direction of the flow and the 
length of the line gives the relative magnitude. The length of the longest 
line shown corresponds to the maximum velocities of Table 4. 
Figure 6 shows that one long cell is induced in the container for the 
buoyancy driven case. The isotherms are very straight indicating that 
conduction is the dominant heat transfer mechanism. Comparison of Figs. 
6a and 7a shows the influence of a free surface. The flow pattern in Fig. 7a 
shows that the cell is nearer to the top of the region than the buoyant cell in 
Fig. 6a. 
Figures 8 and 9 show the effects of increasing Marangoni number on 
the flow profile. A comparison of Figs. 7b, 8b and 9b for the streamlines 
indicates that the cell center moves closer to the "cool" wall as the Maran-
goni number is increased. The strength of the flow also increases as shown 
by the streamline magnitude at the center of the cells. The isotherm maps 
in Figs. 7c, 8c and 9c give a picture of the influence of the convection on the 
heat transfer. The isotherms are no longer straight for the larger Maran-
goni number cases. 
Figures 10 through 13 are similar flow maps for the cases having two 
free surfaces. The velocity vector and streamline ,.laps show the two cell 
patterns which result from surface tension driven flow on both the long walls. 
No buoyancy effects are included since Case Il showed that thermogravitational 
convection is negligible. The isotherm maps progress from almost straight 
lines for Ma = 11.7 to very curved patterns for the Ma = 11,700 case. The 
Case 18 is particularly significant since this corresponds more closely to 
the actual experiment conditions. The calculations give a relatively large 
velocity, -2.4 cm/sec, induce -67% increase in the heat transfer, could 
drastically affect mass transfer and from the shape of the isotherms could 
produce a non-flat crystal growth interface. Further discussion of this 
case in conjunction with the actual M560 and M562 experiment findings is 
given in the next section. 
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Fig.7c - Isotherm Map for InSb Case 12 (Free Surface Ma = 11.7) 
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Fig. lOb - Streamline Map for InSb Case I5 (Two Free Surfaces, Ma = 11.7) 
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Fig. 10c - Isotherm Maps for InSb Case IS (Two Free Surfaces, Ma = 11.7) 
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Fig.12c - Isotherm Maps for lrSb Case 17 (Two Free Surfaces, Ma = 1170) 
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Figure 14 is a plot of the calculated mean Nusselt number for the 
In Sb Case 11 (no free surface) versus gravity level. This case was run to 
determine the g-level at which buoyancy driven convection would influence the 
M560 experiment. The figure shows that g = 10- 1 ge is required to increase 
the heat trallsfer by 20/0 and at 1 g the Nusselt number is only 1.06. This is, 
of course, due to the large conduction properties of the metal. The curve for 
g = 1 was obtained by extrapolation since the computer runs for this case 
indicated turbulent flow. We conclude that the acceleration levels aboard 
Skylab probably did not induce significant buoyant flow. 
The data for Nusselt number versus Marangoni numbers given in 
Table 4 is plotted in Fig. 15 for quick reference and possible extrapplation. 
It shows that the heat transfer enhancement goes up sharply above Maran-
goni number of ~200. This curve is valid for low Prandtl number fluids 
only, since the shear stress boundary condition is a function of Ma/Pr. 
Higher Prandtl number fluids should produce less heat transfer enhancement 
for the same value of Marangoni number. 
3.5 GERMANIUM CASES 
'!'he final computer model case studied consists of the M559 experi-
ment: a container 6.0 cm x 1.4 em of rectangular cross section which COn-
tains liquid germanium. Free surfaces were assumed on the "top" and 
"bottom" of the fluid along the long dimensions of the container. The 
boundary conditions were adjusted to produce the largest Marangoni number 
which would yield laminar flow. This value is Ma = 19,500. The results of 
this caSe are shown in Fig. 16. The isotherm maps are seen to ber.d quite 
drastically due to the 2.61 cm/sec (maximum velocity) flow. The stream-
line maps show the usual two-cell pattern at the upper and lower walls, but 
in addition, two "secondary" cells appear to be forming near the left and 
right walls. This may be realistic or it may indicate that the flow is nearing 
a turbulent nature. In the latter case, the computer model is not valid. 
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Fig. 16 - Isotherm and Streamline Maps for Germanium Case, Ma = 19,507 
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The temperature gradient which produces Ma = 19.500 is only 2.5 °C/cm. 
This case conclusively indica.tes that if a free germanium surface is present. 
with even a small temperature gradient along it. then the Marangoni convection 
could easily approach the turbulent regime. The calculat~d Nusselt number 
for this case is Nu = 2.15 indicating a twofold increase in heat transfer. 
With Sc = 10 for germanium. the mass transfer will be' even more significantly 
augmented. Utilizing Eq. (2.1). Sh ""30. 
3.6 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 
The solutions from the computer program models of convection in the 
Skylab M556. M559. M560 and Ms62 experiments have resulted in several 
conclusions. These a re primarily concerned with the conditions which could 
cause convective flow. the probable magnitudes of the flow and the potential 
effects on heat and mass transfer processes in the experiments. The con-
clusions listed below are based on the results of the computer models and 
are vaJid within the assumptions lTIade in formulating the lTIodels . 
•. Buoyancy driven convection in the Ge 14 vapor growth experi-
ment is relatively weak in strength; i.e .. -0.014 cm/ sec maxi-
mUlTI and more probaolY -0.002 cm/sec. This magnitude 
depends on the orientation of the heating direction with respect 
to the prilTIary acceleration direction. The exact orientation is 
appa rently unknown. 
• The heat transfer rates in the Ge 14 experiment are affected 
very little by the convective flow; less than 10/0. 
• The mass transfer in the actual crystal growth should be 
increased by no more than 20%. 
• Buoyancy driven convection in the In Sb experiment is also 
relatively weak; -0.01 clTI/sec maximum. Because of the high 
conductivity of the metals. this magnitude of flow causes no 
appreciable change in the heat transfer. 
• A gravity level of _10- 1 g would be required to enduce 
appreciable convective heat transfer in the JlI Sb experilTIent. 
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• The possible presence of free liquid surfaces in the In Sb experi-
ment is extremely important. The computer model calculations. 
which are limited to the laminar flow regime. show that velocities 
of -2.4 crn/sec may result from surface tension driven convec-
tion for even moderate Marangoni numbers. This can cause 
-67% increase in the steady state rate of heat transfer at the 
confined walls of the fluid. 
• Extrapolations of the laminar models to the full range of sur-
face tension gradients which could exist in the in Sb experi-
ment have shown that turbulent flow could easily be generated. 
• The effect of having a free surface on both sides of the melt is 
to reduce the velocity magnitude about 3% for the largest 
Marangoni number tested. 
• Th" physical properties of germanium produce an even larger 
potential fo r Marangoni convection. 
• The computer models indicate the temperature oscillations may 
be setup in the metals experiments if the heating direction is 
parallel to the primary acceleration direction. No quantitative 
results were obtained for this orientation. 
• The relatively large velocities induced at the free surface can 
potentially affect mass transfer procesGes drastically in the 
metals experiments. 
The conclusions reached from this computer model study can be further 
quantified by refinement of the models themselves. This would require: 
(I) a better definition of the orientation of the acceleration vector with 
respect to "le container; (2) inclusion of the melting/freezing latent heat 
effects and the moving solid interface; and (3) in some cases a three-
dimensional convection model. The results obtained here are intended to 
aid the experiment Principal Investigator in analyzing the results of 
specific Skylab experiments. 
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Section 4 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS 
Experimental data from ground and Skylab processing were limited 
primarily to crystalographic analyses. The available results are summarized 
in Refs. IS, 16 and 17 and by recent conversations with the Principal Investi-
gators. Neither thermocouple probes into, nor visual observations of, the 
melt or gas could be utilized during actual processing. Thus it is very diffi-
cult to make direct comparisons between the theoretical results of Section 3 
and the available experimental data. Therefore, the following comparisons 
will be qualitative in nature. 
4.1 Ge 14 EXPERIMENT 
Experimental results of Skylab M566 experiment, Case 3A (Ref. IS, 
p.24l). indicated that an order-of-magnitude increase over expected mass 
transfer rates was observed. The analysis conducted in Section 3 was per-
formed to investigate if thermogravitational convection could have accounted 
for this increase. It was shown, as a result of the computer model analysis, 
that no more than a 20% increase in mass transfer over pure diffusion could 
be expected by accounting for steady 10- 3 gE convection, worst-case 
g-jitter (vibration) convection, and thermoacoustic convection. 
The authors thereby conclude that either the measured Skylab mass 
transfer rates were in error or that the extrapolation of ground based data 
presented in Ref. 16 were faulty. This could be due to: (I) errors in 
physical property values for the rather complex system under investigation, 
and/or (2) to an oversimplified base model for extrapolation (Ref. 16, p. 395). 
Further ground based testing could provide a proven, correct basis for 
extrapolating ground tests. 
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4.2 M560 InSb EXPERIMENT 
Experimental results of Skylab M560 indicate that (Ref. 15): 
A. The growth interface maintained a very uniform and slightly 
convex (to the melt) shape for the majority of its regrowth 
period. 
B. Regularly occurring transients appeared in the growth rate 
with a period of ~5 minutes which resulted in impurity 
banding in the crystal. 
C. An axial impurity concentration profile existed in between 
tho~e typical of classical steady state diffusion controlled 
and perfect mixing (Ref. 18, p. 332), but more closely re-
sembling diffusion rather than mixing. 
Result (A) certainly rules out oscillatory or turbulent convection because 
these transient modes of convection would induce nonuniformities in t'.e 
growth interface. In addition, no oscillatory convection modes known exhibit 
periods of five minutes as in result (B) (see Ref. 19 for thermogravitational 
and Section 3.4 for thermocapillary). Regarding Result (C), the transient 
nature of growth under diffusion control or very small convective flows 
could account for the observed axial impurity profiles. 
Thus, lt is obvious that the theoretical results of Section 3.4 do not 
agree with the preceding observed Skylab data. Only the convective results 
exhibited by Ma'::: 12, as exhibited in Fig. 10, could be reconciled with 
these data. Marangoni numbers this small, howe-"er, are two orders of 
magnitude below those expected. It is not likely that incorporating such 
effects as actual geometry, impurities or the moving solid/liquid interface 
would produce such a reduction in convection. 
The only plausible explanations are listed below. None of these 
theories can be proven, however, without further experimental tElsts. 
The following reasons for expecting the thermocapillary Marangoni effect 
to be lowered by orders of magnitude were selected after consultation with 
recognized experts in surface science and convection (Refs. 20, 21 and 22): 
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• Oxide Film: Molten In Sb, even in the environment of the 
M560 experiment, is very susceptible to the formation of 
oxide films. (See Appendix B for details.) Thermodynamics 
indicate that once such a layer is formed, even if it is only a 
few angstrons thick, it is virtually impossible to remove (Ref. 21). 
Thus, the spasmodic breakdown of such a film with a period 
of five minutes could ex palin the suppresion of Marangoni flow, 
except for a brief period when the film broke down. The regu-
larity of the film breakup could be due to equipment-induced 
vibration. Germanium (Experiment M559), on the other hand, 
is not as susceptible to oxide films in reducing atmospheres 
such as those on Skylab. Thus turbulent thermocapillary con-
vection could have produced the turbulence seen in M559 . 
• Counter Concelllration Gradients: Concentration gradients may 
have arisen which would have opposed thermal gradients (e.g., 
thermocapillary opposed by solutocapillary convection). Con-
centration gradients should occur due to: (1) Gibbs adsorption 
of impurities at the vapor/liquid interface is temperature depen-
dent, and (2) segregation of impurities at the growth interface. 
The lack of physical property data relating to these two phe-
nomena make it impossible to assess their role any further. 
Of the two preceding reasonS for reduction of capillary convection, it 
is felt that oxide films are more likely to be the cause. More detailed infor-
mation concerning the effects of dopants and im!,=lUrities on liquid metal 
surface tensions can be found in Appendix C. 
4.3 M562 InSb EXPERIMENT 
The observed experimental data, the subsequent conflicting theoretical 
results (Section 3.4). and the rationale for reconciling theory and experiment 
ar, practically identical to that presented in Section 4.2. The one significant 
difference is that the melt was not completely free of the container as in 
Experiment M560. Thus, one can expect that the many "surface ridges" (Ref. 
15) which contacted the container would have lessened the thermocapillary 
driving forces, but not by several orders of magnitude. 
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4.4 M559 GERMANIUM EXPERIMENT 
Experimental results for the Skylab samples indicated vigorous, 
turbulent convection (Refs. 15,21 and 22). This agrees exactly with the 
predicted theoretical analyses of Section -3.5 and the sensitivity calculations 
expressed in Table 1. Suppresion of convection for germanium can only be 
obtained in space if free surfaces are eliminated. 
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Section 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The results presented in Sections 2 through 4 have led to the following 
conclusions: 
• It has been shown that judicious use of both dimensional analy-
sis and an existing computer model (LOCAP) can contribute 
significantly to post-flight data analysis of the Skylab M5l8 
Multipurpose Furnace crystal growth experiments. 
• Neither thermo gravitational, g-jitter nor thermoacoustic con-
vection can account for the unexpected, order of magnitude 
increase in mass transport rate observed in Ge 14 experiment 
M556, Skylab Case 3A. 
• Turbulent convection existing during Skylab experiment M559, 
"Microsegregation in Germanium," was definitely caused by 
thermocapillary forces as predicted from theory both by dimen-
sional analysis and by a convection model. 
• From theoretical considerations, both indium-antimonide 
experiments M560 and M562 should have exhibited substan-
tial thermocapillary convection, but did not due to probable 
oxide film interference (or opposing solutal effects). 
Based on these conclusions and the detailed analyses and information 
contained in Appendixes Band C, five specific recommendations can be pre-
sented: 
1. Further ground tests are needed on the Gel4 M556 experiment to enable 
accurate extrapolation of mass transfer rates to microgravity conditions. 
In addition to better physical property and rate measurements, a more 
rigorous mass transport model upon which to extrapolate from is needed. 
2. The effect of temperature, oxide films, dopants and impurities on surface 
tension of indium-antimonide, and other melts needs to be accurately 
measured in ground tests. 
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3. The Lockheed convection computer model should be applied to Skylab 
exper iment s: 
• M558 "Radioactive Tracer Diffusion" (Dr. A.O. Ukanwa, 
Howard University) to determine if the observed radial con-
cent ration profiles were caused by Marangoni convection. 
• M563 "Mixed HI-IV Crystals" (Dr. W.R. Wilcox, Clarkson 
Institute of Technology) to determine if the observed sharp 
radial concentration gradients were caused by Marangoni 
convection (see Ref. C -3). 
• M566 "Copper Aluminum Eutectic" (E.A. Hasemeyer, MSFC) 
to decide if lamellae imperfections were caused by Marangoni 
convection and/or transient growth rates. 
4. The Lockheed convection computer model, with the terms accounting for 
mas s transfer, should be applied to Skylab experiments M556, M560 and 
M562 in order to: (a) more accurately predict mass transfer rates (Eq. 
(2.1) is just a rough approximation) and (b) provide the radial concentra-
tion profiles which result from small Marangoni number (Ma:::' 12) flow. 
5. Rigorous convection sensitivity and/or convection modeling analyses, in 
conjunction with measurement or prediction of capillary effects, need to 
be applied to all space processing flight experiments before final designs 
are chosen if convection suppression is desired. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Definition 
heat capacity of liquids, cal/g 
diameter of container, cm 
dimens:onless gravity level (gravity/earth gravity) 
earth gravity, 980 cm/secZ 
Grashof number 
thermal conductivity of liquid, cal/ cm-sec _ °c 
length or height of container, cm 
Nusselt number, total heat transfer/conduction 
pressure 
Prandtl number, p.C /k 
P 
radial coordinate of container, cm 
radius of container, cm 
o temperature, C 
radial or lateral component of velocity in the fluid, cm/sec 
axial or vertical component of velocity in the fluid, cm/sec 
width of container, cm 
Cartesian coordinates, cm 
axial coordinate of container, cm 
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Definition 
thermal diHusivity, cmZ Isec 
coeHicient of thermal expansion, lIoc 
LMSC-HREC TR 0496534 
aspect ratio of container (height-to-diameter) 
viscosity, g/cm sec 
aspect ratio of container (width-to-heigth) 
density, g/cm3 
2 kinematic viscosity, cm Isec 
stream function, cmZ Isec 
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Appendix A 
DESCRIPTlON OF LOCKHEED CONVECTlON 
ANAL YSIS PROGRAM 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
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Appendix A 
l-QCKHEED ~ONVECTION ~NALYSIS !:,ROGRAM - LOCAP 
The study of con,-,,,ction in the Skylab experiments was performed by 
utilizing the Lockheed Convection Analysis computer p,"ogram (LOCAP). 
LOCAP is a general purpose digital computer code for natural convection 
analysis. Among the capabilities of the program are: (1) rectangular or 
cylindrical geometries; (2) gases or liquids; (3) transient and steady state 
analysis; (4) confined fluids and free surface flows; (5) time-varying body 
force; (6) telTIperature-dependent lTIaterial properties; (7) heating frolTI the 
side or from below; (8) combinations of heat flux and temperature boundary 
conditions; and (9) two-dimensional or axisymmetric lalTIinar flow. A com-
:>lete forlTIulation of the various models utilized by the program is given in 
Refs. 9 through 12. 
A typical forlTIulation is now given for a problem using a rectangular 
geometry and Cartesian coordinates. This is presented for the reader 
interested in how the math model is constructed. The sketch below shows 
thE. geometry, coordinate system and configuration of the modd. A rectangular 
t 
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box of width, W, and length, L, confines a fluid between rigid boundaries. 
The fluid can be initil'.lly at rest and isothermal. The gravitational accele"a-
tion is time-dependent and in the direction of the -y axis. As the left wall 
is heated, flow is initiated by buoyancy due to density gradients. The prob-
lem now consists of determining the flow characteristics and heat transfer 
~s a function of time or until a steady state is reached. 
The mathematical formulation of the problem is in terms of the Navier-
Stokes equations in primitive variable form. Assumptions made in this iUus-
trative case are: (1) material properties except density are ·.onstant; (2) laminar 
flow of a Newtonian fluid; (3) viscous effects in the momentum equation are for 
incompressible flow; (4) viscous dissipation, radiation and compressibility are 
neglected in the energy equation. The governing equations are given below in 
terms of dimensionless variables and in conservation law form. 
X-Momentum 
Cl Cl 2 Cl at (pu) + ax (pu ) + n Cly (puv) 
Y -Momentum 
a Cl a 2 at (pv) + ax (puv) + n Cly (pv ) 
Continuity 
~ + !. (pu) + n a; (pv) = 0 
Energy 
Cl a a I 
at (PT) + ax (puT) + n ay (pvT) = Pr 
A-2 
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~ AT + ~ - KAP = 0 
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n = W/L 
= 
- 3/ 2 
- gE W II 
Pr = fJ.C /k P 
l/po (ap/aTl p 
l/po (aw'ap)T 
Aspect ratio 
Buoyancy parameter (similar 
to Grashof number) 
Prandtl number 
Coefficient of thermal expansion 
Coefficient of isothermal 
compressibility 
Boundary conditions for the equations can be various combinations of 
wall heat fluxes, temperatures, no slip, free slip and free surface conditions. 
A simplified set are the following: 





Typical Boundary Conditions 
u=v=O 
T(x = 0, y) = 
T (x = I, y) 
aT/ay = 0 
aT/ay = 0 




at solid walls 
at y = 1 
A-3 
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A finite difference method is used for obtaining numerical solutions to 
the equations. The basic method is that of Spradley and Churchill (Ref. 9). 
It utilizes an explicit finite difference, forward-marching method. Centered 
differences are used for all tertns except the convection tertns where a con-
servative donor tnethod is applied. The grid consists of a sequence of cell-
centered points with the spacings b.x, Ay constant but not necessarily equal. 
The utility of the tnethod is that it yields both transient and steady state solu-
tions, is conditionally stable and nutnerically conservative. 
The solution process begins at SOtnC titne where a flow field is known. 
This can be t = 0 with the fluid isothertnal and at rest or at t = t f where the 
flow field is supplied frotn the solutions for a previous case. The flow for 
"heating -frotn-below" cases is initiated by either a tetnperature perturbation 
frnnl the conductive state or by using the flow frotn a previous case. Frotn 
the initial data the equations are solved to tnarch the solution forward in titne 
to yield the velocity cotnponents, density and tetnperature profiles at all grid 
points in the container. The solutions are tnapped as isothertn contours, 
streamlines and/or velocity vector fields. The LOCAP code, the nUtnerical 
technique and solution algorithtnB have been verified for tnany satnple prob-
letns by comparing thetn with previous theory and experitnental data (Refs. 
9 th"-uugh 12). The progratn is in production status for use on a Univac ll08 
tnultiprocessor cotnputer systetn. 
A-4 
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InSb OXIDE FILMS 
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Appendix B 
Indium antimonide which is exposed to air at room temperature will very 
* readily form an oxide coating on its surface. Measurements by A. J. Rosenberg 
have been made on the oxidation rate of InSb at 400 microns of oxygen pressure 
o 
at a temperature of 26.2 C. 
These measurements along with oxidation rates of other III-V compounds 
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Oxidation of IU- V compounds at 26.2°C. 
(After Rosenberg) 
= 400 microns 
*Rosenberg, Arthur J., "The Reactions of III-V Intermetallic Compounds with 
Gaseous Oxygen," VoL 1, Chapter 49 of Compound Semiconductors, Edited by 
R. K. Willardson and H. L. Goering. 
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This figure shows a quantity of oxidation of 60/0 that of the quantity at 3670 C. 
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These reactions are irreversible and once a sample of InSb is exposed to air 
an oxide coating will be present. 
In the M560 experiment, the sample was prepared and was probably 
exposed to air prior to placing in the quartz tube to be evacuated and sealed 
off. During this time an oxide coating would have built up on the exposed 
surface. Thus, it is almost a certainty that the sample had an oxide film on 
its surface after being sealed into the ampoule. 
The ampoule was fitted to 350 torr with ultrahigh purity hydrogen prior 
to sealing which would stop any further oxidation of the surface. Upon heating 
the ampoule to melt temperature, much of the oxide film would react with the 
hydrogen. The amount of oxide film remaining would be directly proportional 
B-2 
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to the quantity of hydrogen and to the quantity of oxygen on the sample surface 
when sealed in the ampoule. This quantity of oxide film is a direct function of 
the time the sample was exposed to air prior to being sealed in the ampoule. 
Thus, unless the sample was exposed to air only a few seconds or less, 
an oxide film could exist on the sample after melting and crystal growth. This 
oxide film may only be one or a few atomic layers thick, but it is very prob-
ably present on the grown crystal. 
B-3 
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Appendix C 
DOPANT EFFECTS ON MELT-VAPOR SURFACE TENSION 
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Appendix C 
Liquid metals possess unusual and/or ill-defined interfacial phenomena 
because (Ref. C -1): 
• Liquid metals are notable for their high surface tensions; typical 
values in the presence of inactive gases are listed in Table C -1. 
These may be compared with 72 dyne cm -1 for water at 20 0 C and 
values ranging from 17 to 45 dyne cm- l for most organic liquids. 
• Many solutes in liquid metals are surface active, especially oxygen, 
sulphur, selenium and tellurium. The effects of these on the surface 
tension of copper d.re shown in Fig. C -1. Because many non -metals 
are highly surface active, reported values of surface tension are 
open to doubt, unless special precautions have been taken to eliminate 
impurities. Solute metals are generally less surface active than non-
metals. In the case of iron those listed in Table C-2 have substantial 
effects but they are much less active than 0, S, Se and Te. 
• The effect of temperature is to lower the surface tensions of pure 
metals but to raise the surface tensions of solutions in which the 
surface tension is markedly lowered by a surface-active substance. 
Thus the curves of surface tension versus composition tYPically 
change with temperature as shown in Fig. C-2 for solutions of Te 
in Sn. 
From Fig. C-2, it is obvious that dcr/dT = 0 for certain concentrations 
of Te. If such a concentration existed for the Te-doped M562 experiment, 
thermo capillary convection would have been suppressed. Similar effects by 
Se could have occurred in the M560 experiment. 
Influence of Two Solutes 
In general, the effects of two solutes together cannot be predicted. The 
surface tensions of steels cannot be calculated from their compositions even 
approximately, because the effects of sulphur and oxygen together are not 
additive, and their behavior is affected in unpredictable ways by alloying 
elements. Also, two non-active solutes when present together may produce 
C -1 
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Table C-I 
SURFACE TENSIONS OF LIQUID ME1ALS 
Group M ... I Temp.I'c) Surface tension 
(dynec:m-') 
Ib CU 1120 1280 
Ib AI 970 920 
Ib Au 1070 1127 
2b Za .20 7<0 
2b Cd JJO 5S0 
2b H. 20 46S 
Jb O. 30 725 
3b In 160 340 
3b T. 450 460 
4 51 1420 -725 
4a Ti -1670 1510 
4b Sn -240 _550 
4b Pb 400 445 
5b Sb 640 lOS 
Sb 81 400 J7S 
6a C, 1540 >1590 
6. W 3380 2310 
7. M. -1250 > IJon 
8 F, I sso 1788 
S Co I SSO 183(. 
8 Ni 1550 193·1 
8 PI 1800 1(,99 
-, ---~-- ,---,--1 
, I 
1 I 
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Fig. C -1 - Surface Ten.ions for Solutions 0, S. Se. Te, in 
Liquid Copper at l1S0 oC (Ref. C-ll 
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TableC-2 
dy/d (ATOM % SOLUTE) FOR VARIOUS SOLUTES IN LIQUID 
IRON, AND NICKEL (WITH ASTERISK) (REF. C-2) 
Group in 3 
Periodic Table 
Element B - 26 
AI - 38 
In' - 1800 
o 
4 
c ~ 3 
Si - 6 
Sn - 1600 




As - 200 
Sb - 3900 
0-001 0-02 0-03 o-oa 







da/dT =:: 0 
for Differ ent Te 
Concentrations 
Fig,C-2 - The Surface Tensions of Soluf:ions of Te in Liquid Sn 
at Three Different Temperatures (Ref. C - 2) 
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a surface-active soluble compound. For example, chromium and carbon are 
both inactive in liquid iron, but when present together at concentrations too 
low for the formation of free carbides, the surface tension ib markedly 
lowered. A similar situation arises with iron containing tung sten and carbon 
tog .other. Surprisingly there are no such effects when vanadium and nitrog en 
or chromium and nitrogen are present together, in spite of the t<1l1dency for 
these metals to form stable nitrides. 
Thus, only careful measurements of the melt-vapor systems utilized 
in the M5l8 experiments would enable rigorous diagnostics to be performed 
for these experiments regarding capillary effects. 
Kinetics of Adsorption 
From the preceding discussions, it is likely that Te, Se, and other 
solutes will preferentially absorb at the melt-vapor interface, It is possible 
to apply the Gibbs adsorption equation to solutes in liquid metals in order to 
estimate the excess of solute in the surface region over and above the con-
centration in the bulk liquid. 
Considering the time required for an adsorbed solute to make its way 
by diffusion from static bulk liquid to a fresh surface, one can write (see 
Eq. (11.34) Ref. C-l), 
it = (.2..)1/2 AC 
".t ' 
where AC is the driving force for adsorption in terms of concentration. At 
the commencement of adsorption AC is virtually equal to the concentration 
in the bulk liquid, but it decreases in a complex manner as adsorption proceeds, 
For an order of magnitude calculation, AC can be taken as constant, 
C-4 
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Utilizing D of 5 x 10- 5 cm2 s-I, typical of oxygen in iron, n equal to the 
-10 -2 -5 
surface excess 18 x 10 mole cm and C equal to 7 x 10 (oxygen at 
0.016 wt%) , t becomes about 10- 5 s. Because of the fall in driving force 
as adsorption proceeds, the actual time is about some four or five times as 
great. N evertheles s the surface concentration is establisr.ed almost instan-
taneously even when the bulk oxygen concentration is less than one tenth its 
saturation concentration. 
These calculations indicate that the M513 experiment's surface active 
materials such as 0, Te, anc! So would have saturated the L/V interface in seconds. 
Nature of the Surface Layer 
It seems almost certain that melt surfaces are packed with n latively 
charged anions and that immediately beneath them lie positively charged 
Inetal atoms. There may thus be an electrical double layer which becomes 
less and less ionic as the pclaJizability of the solute increases through sulphur 
to seleniulTl and tellurium. 
Ground Evidence of Melt Marangoni Stirring 
An interesting case of surface flow, arising from surface tensior. differ-
ences set up in a gas-metal reactio::1, is illustrat;,d in Ref.C-I, p.453. A 
small jet of oxygen is being directed at the center of the top surface of un-
stirred liquid tin contained in a small crucible at 1100oC. Directly beneath 
the jet, tin oxide is produced and this looks bright because of its high emissivity. 
Because the oxide wets the metal and has a much lower surface tension than the 
unoxidized tin, which is at a distance from the jet, it has a high spreading coef-
ficient. Thus the oxide is drawn out towards the sides of the crucible in streaks. 
dissolving rapidly as it moves. In addition the Inetal near thE' oxide. which is 
high in oxygen, probably has a much lower surface tension than the metal near 
the walls, so that a radial flow of metal is induced towards the sides of the 
crucible froIn the center. The net result is radial movement of oxide and 
C -5 
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metal with velocities which range up to 150 cm s -1 in a 4.5 diameter crucible. 
lt has been shown that this movement is not attributable to the momentum of 
the gas emerging from the jet. 
Conclusions 
Little data exist on capillary convection in molten metals or on the 
effects of dopants and impurities on interfacial tensions. The data presented 
in this appendix however, illustrate that solutal effects (from such highly 
surface-active solutes as 0, Se, Te) could have accounted for the apparent 
suppression of thermocapillary convection in Skylab experiments M560 and 
M562, versus the presence of significant capillary-driven convection in 
Skylab experiments M559 and M563 (Ref.C-3). 
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